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Evaluation of a Homogeneous Point Process 
Description of Arizona Thunderstorm Rainfall 

BRUCE L. JACOBS, 1 IGNACIO RODRIGUEZ-ITURBE, 2 AND PETER S. EAGLESON 

Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory, Department of Cit, il Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Carnbrid•le 

Rain gage observations of storm events at Walnut Gulch, Arizona, are used to evaluate the Rodriguez- 
Iturbe and Eagleson {1987) stochastic, point process model of storm events. Five hundred and fifty eight 
summer storm events are identified over the years 1970-1977 and the parameters of the model estimated 
by the method of moments for each event as well as for the entire ensemble of events. The model is 
evaluated by comparing the observed correlation function of the temporally averaged rainfall process to 
its theoretical analogue. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Models of precipitation in space and time may be lumped 
into one of' three categories [Waymire and Gupta, 1981]: (1) 
models which draw on the physical principles of thermody- 
namics, fluid mechanics, etc. to deduce the patterns of precipi- 
tation, (2) empirically based models, and (3) models which 
incorporate empirical observations into an analytical random 
field representation. This paper reports on an application of a 
model of' the third type. 

The model of interest was formulated by Rodriguez-lturbe 
and Eagleson [1987] (hereafter referred to as RE) and is a 
stochastic space-time model of the individual storm event. The 
RE model represents the storm event as a random field along 
the lines of the continuous rainfall process model suggested by 
Le Cam [1961] and formulated by Waymire et al. [1984] 
(hereafter referred to as WGR) except that in the case of indi- 
vidual events it is necessary to represent the process' non- 
stationarity over time. As does the WGR model, the RE 
model emulates many of the features observed in storms: lo- 
cally intense precipitation in the vicinity of well defined storm 
cells, birth and decay of cells, and attenuation of rainfall inten- 
sity with increasing distance from the cell center. The RE 
model is consistent with the total depth model of Rodriguez- 
lturbe et al. [1986] which was applied by Eagleson et al. 
[1987] in the analysis of summer storm events at the Walnut 
Gulch watershed near Tombstone, Arizona. 

The objectives of this paper are (1) the analysis of precipi- 
tation data in the context of the RE model of rainstorm 

events, (2) estimation of model parameters of those events, and 
(3) evaluation of the model performance. The source of data is 
the rain gage network on the 154-km 2 Walnut Gulch water- 
shed. Of the 102 gages on the watershed, 93 were identified as 
having reliable, continuous records over the period of analysis 
(1970-1977). Analysis was restricted to summer events (June- 
September), the preponderance of which are relatively immo- 
bile air mass thunderstorms. This allows a simpler form of the 
model to be calibrated without a storm velocity component. 
The storm events were assumed to be realizations of the RE 
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random process where the parameters themselves varied ran. 
domly from storm to storm. 

2. ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT 

The focus of our research is the characterization of the indi- 
vidual storm event as a three-dimensional, space-time random 
process. The principal state variable of that process is the 
intensity, •(t, z), occuring at cartesian coordinate z, at timer 
from the start of the storm. Alternative state variables are the 

cumulative depth from the start of the storm to time t 

h(t, z) = •d•(z, z) dz 
and the temporally averaged intensity over the interval T 

1 fr •{r•(t, z) = • •('c, z) dr 
The statistical moments of the random field may be esti- 

mated either across the ensemble of events (realizations) or for 
a given event {realization). In the former case, the depth t0r 
intensity) is observed at a given point in time and space in 
storm 1, storm 2, --- storm N, and the moment estimated over 
this set of data. Such ensemble moments will be denoted by 

the subscript e. Moments of a single realization on the other 
hand are computed over the set of observations of depth (or 
intensity) at a given time at each gage within that event and 
will be unsubscripted. Combinations of the two are also possi- 
ble, such as E•{Var [h(t, z)]}, which is the mean over the en- 
semble of the variance within individual realizations. 

The fundamental unit of the RE model is the storm cell. 

each cell being characterized by a set of random and deter- 
ministic physical properties. Cell location, time of birth, and 
cell center intensity are random variables, while the decay 
rates of intensity in time and space are assumed to be dete- 
ministic properties common to all cells of a given storm event. 
The arrival of a cell in space and time causes rain to occur at 
points in its vicinity, while the superposition of the effects of 
all cells accounts for the total rainfall at any point. The 
ments and probability density function (pdf) of the rainfall 
process are therefore functions of the properties, random and 
deterministic, of the storm cell population. The following sec- 
tion contains a cursory description of the model mechanics 
and the derivation of the theoretical moments. For a more 

detiled presentation, the reader is referred to the original 
source [Rodriguez-lturbe and Eagleson, 1987]. 
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The rainfall intensity at an arbitrary point z due to a storm 
cell at u is a product of the cell center intensity and the cellu- 
lar spread function: 

gx([[u_ z .D = exp ( [[u- z[12) - 2D 2 (3) 

where (2De) xl: is the radius from the cell center within which 
the intensity is greater than e- z of the cell center intensity. 
This spread function was chosen by Rodriguez-Iturbe and 
Eaaleson [1987• over simple exponential and linear alter- 
natives on the basis of analytical simplicity and goodness of fit 
to observations of the spatial distribution of total storm depth 
[Eagleson et al., 1987]. 

Storm cells are assumed to be born at their maximum inten- 
sity and to diminish exponentially in time. At time t minutes 
from the start of the storm and for a cell born at z < t, the cell 
center intensity is q2(t -- z) of its original intensity, where 

g2(t- r) = e -•('-ø (4) 

The value of a- x is indicative of cell longevity. 
Initial cell center intensity i o is assumed to be an indepen- 

dent, exponentially distributed random variable with mean/% 
within a given storm. Rodriguez-lturbe and Eagleson [1987• 
present the spatial distribution of cells as governed by either a 
homogeneous two-dimensional Poisson process or a two- 
dimensional Neyman-Scott clustered process. For our pur- 
poses, analysis will be confined to the homogeneous Poisson 
case with spatial density •l. The time of birth of each cell t b 
relative to the storm outset is assumed to be an exponentially 
distributed random variable with mean I/fl. (Note that this is 
different from a temporal Poisson arrival process.) Assuming 
that the spatial and temporal arrival processes are indepen- 
dent, the probability density function of the combined space- 
time arrival process is therefore 

f•,•(•, u) = ,lfie -• fi > 0 r > 0 (5) 

The rainfall intensity arriving at a point (t, z) may be ex- 
pressed as the double integral of the product of io; g x(d), equa- 
tion (3); g2(a), equation (4), and f•.•( , ), equation (5) over 
time and space. That is, 

•(r, z) -- io g x(llu- zll)g2(C-*)f•,•(*, u) dr du (6) 

where the integral over space covers the whole R 2 plane in 
which the Poisson process takes place, under the assumption 
that the area covered by the storm is much larger than the 
effective area covered by a cell. If we take i 0 to be an exponen- 
tially distributed variable independently selected for each cell, 
then the cumu!ant generating function of the intensity process 
{6} is 

½•(p) 2•D:t • • (p•,o)•(e -•'- e •'•) = (7) 
•: • k(k• - fi) 

The mean, variance, and covariance of •(t, z) may be found in 
the work Rodriõuez-lturb½ agd Ea•leson [-1987']. 

The moments of the temporally averaged intensity process 
•r)tt z), defined over intervals of length T, may be found by 
integrating the moments of intensity over the interval z -- t to 
r=t + T: 

2n• D2ktt - •(t + r•) 
:r(•- fi)• 

_ fi(e-•, _ e-•.+ r•)] (8) 

The covariance is defined for lags equivalent to multiples k 
of the interval of aggregation T. For the case where k >_ 1, 

Cov [•{r•(t, z•), •{r)(t + kT, z2) ] = 
T2• 2 

(2 • ,_ fi) -- e 

ß {I(• • (e':-•"'+r'-e'"-•")]+(e-:{'+r'-e-:')} (9) 
The variance is found by letting k = 0 and d = 0 in (9). 

The moments of the cumulative depth process were derived 
by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson [1987]. They are 

= • - ß (•0) 
• (• - 3) 

2•2D 2•o 2 e - 
Coy [h(tl, z•), h(t2, z2) ] = 

ß {1 + fi(e-•: + e-•'t2) -- fie-a½r• +t:) (•- fi) (2•- fi) 

-- e (• - fi) + (• -- fi)(2• -- fi t2 TM t, (11) 
2xZD2Pio 2 

Var [h(t, z)] = 

{ 2fie-:' fie- 2't 2'2e-• )} (12) ' • (•-•) (2•-•) (•-g•2•-• 
From (11) and (12) it is apparent that the correlation function 
of the total depth field (t• •) is descried by the quadratic 
exponential function 

p(• = e -(a:•ø2) (13) 

If the areal mean of total precipitation depth is defined as 

l•:•+Ld2f z2+L:/2 h(•, s) dsi ds 2 (14) h(L"L:)(•, Z)= LxL' 2 0:2-L:/2 
then the variance of the areal mean is •ven by 

Vat [h(•"[:)(•, z)] = Var [h(•, z)] ß y(L x, L2) (15) 

where the general expression of the variance Mnction 7( , ) 
is given by Vanmarcke [1983], and for the RE model, has b•n 
approximated by Rodri•uez-Iturbe et al. [1987] as 

1 1 

L• 2 h l]i L22,,h,/' • (16) Y(Lt'L2)=(I+4•D2• (1 + 4•D2 • 
The theoretical moments given in the previous discussion 

are valid only for the individual storm event. If parameters are 
permitted to vary between storms, the moments taken over 
the ensemble of storms must reflect this interstorm variation. 

This type of random function is said to be nonergodic, since a 
single realization no matter how extensive cannot be expected 
to replicate the moments of the process over the ensemble. 

When the parameters of the process vary between storms 
the corresponding moments can be derived using the tech- 
nique of conditional expectation: 

E•[h(t, z)] = E•{E[h(t, z)] Is} (17) 

Var• [h(t, z)] = Es{Var [h(t, z)] l s} + Var• {E[h(t, z)] Is} 
(18) 
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Cov• {•;tt,, z,), h(t•, z:)} = &{Coy [•(t,, z,), n(t•, 

+ Cov• {E[h(t•, zx)-], EEh(t 2, z2)] Is} (19) 

where s refers to the set of parameters which are now allowed 
to vary randomly from storm to storm and the subindex e 
refers to the fact that expectations are taken with respect to 
the parameters which vary through the storm ensemble. 

Assuming that & D and •o may vary between storms, the 
theoretical moments of cumulative depth over the ensemble 
are as follows: 

{ (•e-•-- •e-•t)} E•[h(r, z)] = E•[P•o2D 2] 2• 1 - (20) 
• (• - •) 

, 2 2• 
Var• [h(t, z)] = E•[•o-•D ] • 

' • + (• - •) (:• - •) - (• - •)(2• - •)' 

4•2 ( (•e-O'-- •e-•')h 2 7 
* 2 -(d2/4D2)] 2• Coy, [h(t•, z•), h(r2, z2) ] = E,[•io-•O e 

- {• + •( e-• + e-•':) _ (• - •) (2• - •) 

4x 2 

'] - 

- 1 (•e-• •-•'•h 1- (22) 
(• - •) / (• - •) 

Note that the theoretical covariance taken over the ensemble 

does not approach zero for spatial lags approaching infinity. 
This is characteristic of nonergodic random functions. The 
as•ptotic value of the covariance is due to the term repre- 
senting the variance of the mean between events. 

The expectation terms in (20), (21), and (22) can be easily 
written in explicit form for the case that •o, •, and D 2 are 
independent random variables if D -2 is assumed to follow a 
gamma distribution. Ensemble moments might also be derived 
for the intensity or temporally averaged intensity processes. A 
modified version of the model may be constructed, where the 
cell center intensity is de•ed in time as a rectangular pulse of 
finite duration t• [Jacobs et el., 1987]. 

3. EVALUATION OF T•O•TICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

The model is evaluated on the basis of criteria belonging to 
two broad categories. In the first are those criteria related to 
the consistency of the model's structural assumptions with 
observations of the actual process and some general theoreti- 
cal principles related to rainfM1 occurrence. The second group 
of criteria are operational. That is, the model is evaluated on 
the basis of its utility in describing attributes of the precipi- 
tation process which are not implicit to the model or the 
parameter estimation procedure. Theoretical arguments will 
be discussed in this section, while operational criteria are 
evaluated in a section following the discussion of the parame- 
ter estimation procedure. 

The most significant of the model's assumptions are (1) spa- 
tially homogeneous field, (2) isotropic correlation structure, (3) 

Poisson distribution of cells in space, (4) exponentially distrily 
uted cell birth time, (5) exponential attenuation of cell inten. 
sity with time, (6) quadratic exponential attenuation of inten. 
sity with increasing distance from the cell center, and (7)expo. 
nentially distributed cell center intensity. The first two as- 
sumptions were examined by Eagleson et el. [1987] in their 
analysis of total storm depth at Walnut Gulch. They found 
that the field was both homogeneous and isotropic when 
storm depth was sampled over the storm ensemble. They els0 
found these storm fields to cover at least 95% of the basin. 

The fact that the field is isotropic and stationary when 01> 
served over the ensemble is necessary, but not sufficient evi. 
dence of the same properties at the scale of the single realize. 
tion. For example, one might imagine that the correlation 
structure of each realization is ellipsoidal, but that the orienta. 
tion of the axes varies randomly from realization to realize. 
tion. In that case the correlation observed over the ensemble 
will be isotropic, although the correlation of the individual 
event is ellipsoidal. Similar conditions might be conceived of 
where each realization is nonhomogeneous, but where the field 
is observed to be homogeneous over the ensemble. 

Zawadski [1973] found that the precipitation field for a 
given realization was nonisotropic at distances of !0 km or 
more but isotropic over lesser distances. The Walnut Gulch 
basin is roughly 8 by 20 km. Given Zawadski's analysis, it is 
conceivable that the precipitation process might be repre. 
sented on the basin as isotropic. On the other hand, models 
generated for larger basins ought to incorporate a nonisotro- 
pic correlation structure. 

The physical process underlying the spatial distribution of 
storm cells is not well-understood. In the laboratory, convec- 
tion induced in a shallow layer of fluid produces well-defined, 
regularly spaced convective cells [Byers, 1965]. Such convec- 
tive cells, known as Bernard cells, are characterized by an 
ascending inner core and an outlying zone of descending fluid. 
Although Bernard-like cells are observed in regions where 
there is a well-defined upper boundary of convection, in gener- 
al, the interaction of storm cells and their environment pre- 
vents such an even distribution of cells. 

Although cells may occur in isolation, Lopez et el. [1984] 
report that cells of the same size and intensity are more fre- 
quently observed in clusters. Further, they report that while 
cells in an individual cluster are at any given time in various 
stages of development, the total number of cells which evolve 
in the cluster may be two or three times the number of cells 
present at that instant. 

The size of clusters observed by Lopez et el. [1984] is on the 
order of the area of the Walnut Gulch basin. The distribution 

of cells within the cluster is not reported but it is conceivable 
that if the basin were within the boundaries of a cell cluster 

that the spatial distribution of cells might be represented by a 
dense Poisson process. 

The fourth assumption, that the time of birth of cells rela- 
tive to the storm outset is an exponentially distributed 
random variable, is not physically based. It is included largely 
as a mathematical convenience to facilitate the analytic evalu- 
ation of the process' theoretical moments. Although not physi- 
cally based, an argument might be posed that the exponential 
distribution is appropriate. Solar heating of the ground and 
the consequent heating of the lower layer of the atmosphere 
create instability. At a given threshold level of instability, con- 
vection occurs and cells are born. The .process of convection, 
however, acts to reverse the initial instability, inhibiting future 
cell formation. This process would reproduce the general 
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characteristics of the exponential distribution, initially high 
probability, followed by monotonic declining probabilities 
over time. 

Evidence of the exponential attenuation of intensity in time 
from a cell's birth is largely theoretical. Kessler [1985] has 
hypothesized that rain occurs in an initial burst as a result of 
the accretion of cloud moisture to the initial drop population. 
Observations of precipitation from individual cells by Sorman 
[1975] suggest otherwise. According to those observations, the 
initial rainfall from a cell is slight; it increases gradually with 
time, reaching a peak approximately midway between the 
outset and conclusion of precipitation, and gradually tails off. 

The quadratic exponential attenuation of precipitation in 
space is consistent with Sorman's [1975] observations of the 
spatial distribution of precipitation in a storm cell. 

Exponentially distributed cell center intensity is supported 
by evidence for exponential distribution of average storm in- 
tensity [Eagleson, 1978]. 

4. PARAMETER ESTIMATION 

Individual storm events are defined as intervals of precipi- 
tation preceded and followed by periods of 2 hours (train) of no 
rain on the entire basin. By this criterion, 562 summer (June- 
September) storm events were observed over the summers of 
1970-1977. 

Estimation of parameters is conducted by the method of 
moments. By equating the analytic expressions of the statis- 
tical moments to the observed moments one arrives at param- 
eter estimates which will, if nothing else, reproduce the mo- 
ments from which they were derived. Parameters which are 
assumed to be constant between events are fitted to the mo- 

ments computed over the ensemble, whereas those parameters 
not held constant between events are fitted to the moments of 
the individual storm events and then the mean and variance of 

these parameters are estimated from the values obtained from 
the individual storms. 

The parameters are estimated for three cases: (1) rio, •, and 
D varying between events; (2) Pie and 2 varying between 
events; and (3) /.% varying between events. In each case, the 
temporal parameters, •t and/• are assumed to be constant over 
the ensemble of events. 

Estimation was not performed for the condition where none 
of the parameters varied between events because it is not 
likely that the observed variance over the ensemble of the 
mean depth on the basin could be accounted for under that 
assumption. In the event that the parameters were constant 
from storm to storm, the theoretical value of the variance over 
the ensemble of the mean total depth on the basin is the 
product of the ensemble point variance and the variance func- 
tion 7(T•, T2)(equation (15)). That is, 

Var Eh{r•'r-'•(cc, z)] = Var Eh(cc, z)]. y(T•, T2) (23) 

where for Tx---T 2 = T, 7(T, T) may be approximated by 
[Rodri•tuez-lturbe et ai., 1987] 

1 

7(T, T)-- T 2 ) (24) 1 + 4r•D"' •' 
where D is the value of the spatial parameter, and T 2 the area 
of the square region over which the mean is taken. The form 
of the variance function in this context implies that the vari- 
ance of the mean depth on the Walnut Gulch Basin may be 
approximated by the variance of the mean on a square basin 

of equivalent area. Assuming the cell area 2•tD 2 is on the order 
of l0 km 2, a first estimate of the value of D is 1.5 kin. For this 
value of D and for T 2 --- I50 km 2, the variance function takes 
on the value of 0.12. The ensemble point variance is 44.1 mm 2, 
so the expected variance of mean total depth on the basin 
where the parameters are constant between realizations is 5.3 
mm 2, which is significantly less than the observed 25.4 mm 2. 
The remainder of the variance may be accounted for by as- 
suming one or more of the parameters to vary between events. 

4.1. Spatial Parameters, Varyinq Between Events 

The cell density ,• and the parameter D controlling the at- 
tenuation of precipitation in space may be expressed as func- 
tions of the moments of total depth. The latter parameter is 
estimated by fitting the theoretical correlation function of 
total storm event depth h(•, z) 

ph•.z•(d) = exp (--d2/(402)) (25) 
to the observed function for each storm event. The mean and 
variance of D are then estimated from all the individual storm 

estimates. 

Thus the first task is the estimation of the correlation func- 

tion for a single storm. Estimates of the correlation function of 
a single event by the conventional method of lureping gage 
pairs of near equivalent separation [Lenten and Rodriguez- 
iturbe, 1974-1 proved to be too erratic for the estimation of D 
for a single event. Alternatively, the rain data were interpo- 
lated to points on a rectangular grid and the correlation func- 
tion estimated for the interpolated field. This method was used 
by Ea•71eson et al. [1987] in the estimation of total depth 
storm model parameters. They found no appreciable difference 
between the correlation function computed in this manner and 
the correlation function computed for the original gage points, 
but the estimated function was in general smoother. The value 
of D is selected so as to minimize the mean square error about 
the theoretic function for lags between 0 and 5 km. 

Conventional estimaters of the covariance are biased such 

that the expected value of the estimator is less than the value 
of the population moment. This may be an important issue 
specifically in the analysis of spatial rainfall data where there 
exists a strong correlation structure. The most commonly 
cited estimator of the covariance of a one-dimensional 

random process or a two-dimensional process observed along 
a transect is 

! f0 r-• • C6v (r) -'- (T "•) (x(t) -- x(t)Xx(t + r) - x(t)) dr (26) 
The expected value of this estimator is 

E[Cfv (•:)] --- E[x(t)x(t + •)] -- E[x(t) 2] (27) 

or after adding and subtracting, #,•2 on the right-hand side 
(where #• is the population mean and x(t) is the sample mean) 

E[C6v (x)] =Cov (z)- Var Ix(t)] (28) 

Two sources of uncertainty in the estimation of the mean 
may be identified. The first is misestimation of the sample 
mean due to insufficient sampling within the realization. The 
latter source is the variance of the sample mean actually oc- 
curring within a finite region or segment of a time series about 
the population mean. Given the density of the gage network 
we may neglect the first source of error in which case the 
expected value of the covariance estimator (28) becomes 

E[C6v (-r)] = Coy (•r) -- ax 2. y(T) (29) 
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TABLE 1. Variance of Total Depth Observed on Simulated 
Storm Fields of Varying Dimensions and Population Variance 

Conventional Corrected Population 
Area, km 2 Estimator, mm 2 Estimator, mm 2 Variance, mm 2 

10 x 10 5.68 8.54 7.54 
20 x 20 7.10 7.99 7.54 
30 x 30 7.26 7.67 7.54 

which is equivalent to the population covariance minus a term 
reflecting uncertainty in the estimation of the aggregated mean 
over a record of duration T. In the case of a one dimensional 

process the variance function is given by 

y(T) = • 1 + p(r) dr (30) 

and for a two-dimensional process is given by Vanmarcke 
[1983, p. 241]. 

For the case of a two-dimensional field the equivalent of 
(29) is [Vanmarcke, 1983]: 

E{C6v [h(t, zx), h(t, z2)]} =Cov [h(t, z•), h(t, z2) ] 

-- Var [h(t"•'t"2)(t, z)] (31) 

where h(œt'r'2)(t, z) is the mean value of the field over the Lx by 
L2 basin. 

Assuming that the expected value of the correlation func- 
tion estimator may be approximated by the quotient of the 
expected values of estimators of the covariance and the vari- 
ance, 

E{c6r [h(t, z•), h(t, z2)]} = 
E{C6v [h(t, z 0, h(t, z2)]} 

E{V•,r [h(t, z)]} 
(32) 

then from (31) the expected value of the correlation function 
estimator is 

E{c6r[h(t, zx), h(t, z2)]) 

Coy [h(t, zx), h(t, z2) ] -Var [hq'"z'2)(t, z)] 
Var [h(t, z)] - Var [hq'•'L2)(t, z)] 

(33) 

which is equivalent to 

E{cOr [h(t, z•), h(t, z2)]) = 
cor [h(t, z1) , h(t, z2) ] -- 7(L!, Lee ) 

! -- V(L•, L2) 

(34) 

An unbiased estimator of the correlation function (c6rc) is 
found [Jacobs et al., !987] by solving (34) for the correlation 
function as a function of the original estimator 

c5r½ [h(t, z•), h(t, z2) ] 

= car [h(t, 15!), h(t, z2)](1 -- T(L1, L2) ) 4- 7(Lx, L2) (35) 

From (31), the expected value of the variance estimator is 

It may be seen from (35) and (37) that the original estimat0rs 
are asymptotically unbiased in that they approach the correct. 
ed estimator for T O • oo and are appropriate for L•, L 2 large 
relative to the scale of the process. 

The corrected estimators were evaluated by estimating the 
correlation function for realizations of the RE total depth 
model on square fields of 100, 400, and 900 km 2. One hundred 
realizations were generated on each field and the mean over 
the ensemble of the estimated correlations at each lag taken as 
the observed correlation function for fields of that size. The 
variance was also estimated for each event and the mean 
taken over the ensemble. The parameter values used in the 
simulation routine were 

• = 0.3 min- • 

/• -- 0.006 min- • 

2 = 0.075 km -2 

D = 2.0 km 

/&o = 0.6 mm/min 

The variance function was evaluated by substituting the true 
value of D into (16) and the moment estimates were corrected 
by evaluation of (35) and (37). 

Table 1 presents the biased and corrected estimates of the 
variance for each random field and the population variance. 
Figures ! and 2 are plots of the biased and corrected corre- 
lation estimates, respectively, along with the population c0rre. 
lation function, equation (13). 

Experimental results (Figure 1) indicate that estimator bias 
for fields of area on the order of Walnut Gulch are significant. 
Further, the nonconventional, corrected correlation function 
estimator is unbiased in that its mean value approximates the 
population correlation function (Figure 2). The corrected vari- 
ance estimator for the 100-km 2 field overcompensated for the 
original estimator bias (Table 1), but in further simulation 
experiments the corrected estimator converged to the true 
value of the moments. In this case the smaller field increases 

the estimator variance, necessitating a large ensemble of simu- 
lated storm events to obtain a good estimate of the expected 
value of the estimator. 

To correct the correlation function of the historical data, 

where D is unknown a priori, an iterative routine is utilized. In 
the first iteration a physically reasonable value is assumed for 
D and the correlation function is corrected according to (35). 
A value of D is estimated by selecting that value which mini- 
mizes the mean square error of the corrected correlation func- 
tion about the theoretical total depth correlation function. 
The correlation function is corrected and D estimated repeat- 

edly until subsequent estimates of D converge. This procedure 
is performed for each storm separately. 

From (10) and (12), the cell density 2 for each storm event 
may be expressed as a function of the moments of total depth 
and the previously estimated value of D as 

E{Var [h(t, z)]} = Var [h(t, z)] - Var [h(r't'•'•)(t, z)] (36) 

To obtain an unbiased estimate (V•.r½) of the variance, we 
solve for the population variance Var [h(t, z)] as a function of 
the observed variance and the variance function v(L•,/'2): 

Var, [h(t, z)] = Var [h(t, z)] 1 7(L•i '/•2) (37) 

I E2[h(c•, z)] (38) 
2•zD 2 Var [h(c•, z)] 

where the total depth variance is assigned the corrected esti- 
mator value. The above procedure yields a value of D and 2 
for each storm and then the mean and variance which 
characterize their variability between events is finally esti- 
mated. 
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Fig. 1. Mean biased estimate of correlation function on simulated fields of varying area. 

4.2. Spatial Parameters, Constant Over Ensemble 

The procedure for estimating D where it is constant between 
events is identical to the procedure for variable D. In this case 
the moments to be fitted are computed over the ensemble and 
fitted to the function 

exp (-d2/4D 2) = E,{Cov [h(oo, zt), h(oo, z2)]} (39) 
Ee{Var l-h(oo, z)]} 

where IIz• - z211 = d. In this case, the covariance is computed 
over the original gage data for each realization and the esti- 
mates averaged over the ensemble for each value of d. The 
same type of iterative routine is used as was used for esti- 
mating D independently for each realization. 

As long as D is constant over the ensemble, (10) and (12) 

allow the constant parameter ;[ to be expressed as an explicit 
function of the total depth ensemble moments 

I Ee{E2[h(oo, z)]} 
;. _ (40) 

9 ' ,.reD- E•{Var [h(oo, z)]} 

4.3. Mean Cell Center Intensity 

The parameter 1% mainly controls the magnitude of the 
storm event. The mean initial cell center intensity #io for any 
storm may be expressed as a function of • and the mean and 
variance of the total storm depth 

/'q0 -- 2it,•D 2 E[h( co, z)] t41) 

1 

x 

LEG E N D 

/ true function • 
X + oreo ---• 30 x 30 km; 

0 oreo •- 20 x :20 krn 2 

......... i I I I '" I I ' i I' ! "' 
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

lag distance (kin) 

Fig. 2. Mean corrected estimate of correlation function on simulated fields of varying area. 
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TABLE 2. Parameter Estimates With Temporal Parameters 
Fitted Over 200 Minutes 

/%, •, and D 
Parameter /% Varying /% and h Varying Varying 

•Zio, mndmin 
mean 0.28 0.65 0.61 
variance 0.22 1.10 0.93 
km -2 
mean 0.0473 0.0258 0.0826 
variance 0.0037 0.0871 

D, km 
mean 2.10 2.10 1.34 
variance 0.56 
min -1 0.122 0.122 0.124 
min- • 0.00656 0.00656 0.00659 

Es[/Zio2A-D 2] 0.0618 0.0618 0.0697 
E•[•XD •] 0.0575 0.0575 0.0586 
Var•[t%AD 2] 0.00958 0.00958 0.00995 

After deriving the estimates of #t0 for every storm in the en- 
semble, the mean value and the variance of /&o are finally 
estimated. 

4.4. Temporal Parameters 

The storm's temporal structure is controlled by •, the lon- 
gevity parameter and fi, the parameter of the cell's temporal 
arrival distribution. These parameters are estimated simulta- 
neously by selecting the values of • and fi which minimize the 
sum of the mean squared error about the function describing 
the normalized mean depth and normalized variance of depth 
over the course of the storm. Normalization is performed by 
dividing each moment by the value it attains at the storm's 
completion. It is not sufficient to fit to the normalized mean 
alone because this function (42) is symmetric in • and/L The 
theoretic value of the normalized mean and variance for a 

given storm are 

(/?e -•, _ •e-•,) 
/a(t; cx, •)= 1 + (42) 

(c•-/•) 

2fie -•' fie- 2•, 2cz2e-•t 
a:(t; o•, fi)= ! + • (43) 

(•-/5) (2•-/5) (•-/•)(2•-/5) 

respectively. These functions are monotonically increasing, 
taking on values from zero to one. 

At any arbitrary time the value of the theoretical normal- 
ized mean (42), will exceed that of the normalized variance 
(43). This relationship complicates the estimation procedure, 
for if the observed values of the normalized variance approach 
or exceed the normalized mean over a number of time steps, 
the estimated value of • is likely to diverge to infinity. 

Even on simulated fields where the statistical moments are 

known with certainty, the observed values of the normalized 
moments frequently do not behave as anticipated. While the 
behavior of the moments of sufficiently large simulated fields 
could be predicted with a high degree of accuracy, on fields of 
the scale of the Walnut Gulch watershed the observed normal- 

ized moments frequently violated their theoretical relation- 
ship. 

This problem was addressed by estimating a single en- 
semble value of • and/? by fitting the theoretical normalized 
moments to the historical moments sampled over the storm 
ensemble, where the theoretical ensemble normalized mo- 
ments are 

+ {Var. {E[h(c•, z)]}(1 + 
ß {E.{Var [h(•o, z)]} + Va% {E[h(•, z)])) -t (45) 

The moments were estimated over the ensemble and tabulated 
at 10 rain intervals over 0--500 min. Their values conformed at 
every interval to the theoretical restriction that the normal'•l 
mean be greater than the normalized variance. The values of 
and fi were selected to minimize the sum of the mean square 
error computed independently for each function over some 
portion of the 500 min. 

The period over which the fitting procedure ought to be 
implemented depends on the period for which conformity to 
the analytic function is thought to be of most significance. 
Two cases were tested. In the first case, the functions were 
fitted over the first 400 rain of the storm (ge(400)--0.8), while 
in the second case the fit was achieved over the fixst 200 
of the storm (g•(200) - 0.7); the latter accentuating the fit to 
the period of most intense precipitation. 

5. Pna.nM•TE• ESTXMATES 

Tables 2 and 3 summarize the parameter estimates over 558 
storm events where the temporal parameters are fit over either 
the first 200 or first 400 rain, respectively. Four storms from 
the original storm ensemble of 562 storms were excluded due 
to difficulty in obtaining smooth estimates of the correlation 
function. Although the tables refer to the mean value of the 
parameters, where the value of parameters are assumed con- 
stant, the estimate in the table is, in fact, the ensemble parame- 
ter. Parameter variance in those cases is undefined. 

Figure 3 is a plot of the mean of the covariance function of 
total depth from each event divided by the mean of the vari- 
ance of total depth and the fit obtained by the theoretical 
function of the same (equation (39)). The theoretical function 
is a quadratic exponential function, while the historical data 

TABLE 3. Parameter Estimates With Temporal Parameters 
Fitted Over 400 Minutes 

t%. A, and D 
Parameter /X•o Varying /Z•o and 3, Varying Varying 

/%, mrn/min 
mean 0.583 1.37 1.35 
variance 0.984 4.93 4.53 
km -2 
mean 0.0473 0.0258 0.0826 
variance 0.0037 0.0871 

D, km 
mean 2.10 2.10 1.34 
variance 0.56 
min- t 0.257 0.257 0.274 
min- • 0.00603 0.00603 0.00605 

2 • 

E•Eiz, o AD-] 0.276 0.276 0.339 
E.•[/%,LD2], 0.122 0.122 0.129 
Var.f/a•,,XD '] 0.0428 0.0428 0.0484 
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Fig. 3. Fitted and observed ensemble mean of total depth covariance function divided by ensemble mean of total depth 
variance. 

appear to be more closely approximated by a simple ex- 
ponential function. Verification of the exponential correlation 
function would require derivation of the variance function and 
repetition of the correction procedure under that assumption. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the fit to the historical data achieved 
by the theoretical normalized mean and variance of cumula- 
tive depth of the model where the fit is performed over the first 
400 min. 

For • >> fi, the normalized moments, (44) and (45), approach 

#,(t; •, fi) = 1 -- e- •' (46) 

a,2(t; 0q fi)= {(1 -- e-•t){Var. {E[h(oo, z)]} 

+ (1 -- e-•r)E,{Var [h(oo, z)]}}} 

. {Ee{Var [h(oo, z)]} + Vat e {E[h(oo, z)]}} -• (47) 

which are not functions of 0•. The insensitivity of the normal- 
ized moments to the value of • was highlighted by the change 
in the estimated value of 0• produced by fitting over the first 
400 rain rather than the first 200 rain of the storm event. The 

value of 0• changes from 0.26 rain-t in the first case to 0.12 
rain- • in the latter, while improving the fit over the first 200 
rain only marginally. 

6. MODEL EVALUATION 

The model's operational utility is not measured by its ca- 
pacity to be fit to a set of statistical moments. if the model is 
not a reasonable representation of the underlying physical 
process then the model will do no more than replicate those 
moments to which it was fit. The core issue is whether the 

model's parameters have physical interpretations or are 
merely fitting coefficients with physical titles. Two criteria are 

LEGEND 

x/q- q- observed 
tted 

/+ 
/ ..... , • , ' • , I .... ' 

0 100 200 500 400 
time into storm (rain) 

Fig. 4. Fitted and observed normalized mean of cumulative depth over the ensemble. 
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Fig. 5. Fitted and observed normalized variance of cumulative depth over the ensemble. 

o 

Fig. 6a. Observed correlation function of temporally averaged precipitation at t = 10 min. 
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Fig. 6b. Observed correlation function of temporally averaged precipitation at t - 40 min. 

used to judge the model's representation of storm events: first, 
do the estimated parameter values represent reasonable values 
which might be supported by direct observation, and second, 
is the model able to replicate statistical features which are not 
incorporated in the parameter estimation procedure. 

The correlation over the ensemble of the temporally 
averaged intensity, pe[•(r)(t x, zx), •(r)(t 2, z2)__-], was estimated by 
the method described by Lenton and Rodriguez-Iturbe [1974'I 
for lags taken simultaneously in space and tim& The results 
for t x equal to 10, 40, and 70 min are plotted in Figures 6a, 6b, 
and 6c, respectively. In explanation of these illustrations, the 
ordinate in Figure 6a for lags of 20 min and 5 km (for exam- 
ple) represents the correlation over the ensemble of the tempo- 
rally averaged intensity observed at two points 5 km distant, 
where one observation is made at 10 min into the storm and a 
•cond at 30 min into the storm. 

Two features are evident from these plots of the historical 
data. The first is a ridge (most prominent in the correlation 
function estimated at t- 10 min, Figure 6a) from the origin 
out to a lag of approximately 20 min and 20 kin. That is, the 
maximum correlation between two points in space occurs not 
when the points are observed at the same moment but over 
some range of positive temporal lags. It is likely that this is 

due to some wavelike propagation in the storm dynamics. 
Gravity-inertia waves induced by convection travel at a veloc- 
ity c where 

c = NH/,• (48) 

and N is the Brunt-Vaisalla frequency and H tl'ie depth of tl•e 
conveering layer. Typically, N is taken to be 1.2 x 10-'- s-•, 
while H is on the order of 5.0 km. This yidds an approximate 
wave velocity of 1.0 km/min, which is consistent with the ridge 
observed in the correlation function (J. Ramirez-Rodriguez, 
personal communication, 1987). Since the correlation in space 
demonstrates dependence on •he temporal lag, it is clear that 
the assumption of a separable correlation structure in space 
and time is not entirely correct. 

The second feature is nonstationarity of the correlation 
function over time. For a given temporal-spatial lag the ob- 
served correlation is in general greater at 40 min than at either 
10 or 70 min into the storm. This is coincident with the period 
of most intense rainfall. 

Although the theoretical correlation function, as given by 
the quotient of (22) and (21) is also nonstationary, its change 
over the time span 10-70 min is so small as to be barely 
discernible at the scale of Figure 6. We thus display, in Figure 
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Fig. 6c. Observed correlation function of temporally averaged precipitation at t -- 70 min. 

6d, the theoretical correlation only for t x --10 min. In this 
plot the parameter values used are those estimated with only 
#io allowed to vary between events and where the temporal 
parameters are estimated by a fit over the first 200 min. The 
correlation function is not plotted for the parameters esti- 
mated by fitting over the first 400 min because the shorter cell 
longevity associated with this parameter set leads to a theoret- 
ical correlation function which is less consistent with the ob- 

served function. Similar plo.ts might be constructed for the 
correlation function under the alternative assumptions regard- 
ing variance of parameters between storm events; however, 
the sensitivity of the correlation function to this assumption is 
relatively weak. 

Another discrepancy between the theoretical and observed 
functions is the shape of the correlation function in space. The 
theoretical ensemble correlation function is a quadratic ex- 
pon,ential •lisplaced by a limiting value due to the variance of 
[he mean between events. Visual examination of the corre- 
lation function in space where the temporal lag is held con- 
stant reveals ,a relatively poor fit. 

It is likely that the features of the historical correlation 
structure may be better approximated by introducing in the 
model so•e additional degree of organization such as one 

produced by clustering of rain cells as presented in Rodriguez- 
Iturbe and Eagleson [1987]. This added degree of organization 
will slow the decay of the theoretical correlation function. 
However, such a modification will increase the complexity of 
the analytic expressions describing the statistical moments and 
will require estimation of an additional two parameters. To 
capture the observed nonstationarity the cell birth,death will 
have to be more complex than the simple exponential decay 
used by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Eagleson. 

7. SUMMARY 

Summer storm events on the Waln. ut Gulch watershed near 
Tombstone, Arizona, were analyzed in the context of the RE 
stochastic model of storm events. Five hundred and sixty-two 
storm events were identified over the years 1970-1977, where 
a storm event was defined as a period of precipitation preced- 
ed and followed by a 2-hour period of no rain over the entire 
basin. For 558 of those events parameters were estimated 
based on the method of moments for three assumptions re, 
garding the variation of parameters between events. Finally, 
the theoretical correlation function of the temporally averaged 
intensity process was compared to hJ. storical observations of 
the same. The model provided a relatively good fit to the 
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Fig. 6d. Theoretical correlation function of temporally averaged precipitation at t -- 10 min. 

moments used in the parameter estimation procedure but was 
not able to capture the full complexity of the correlation func- 
tion of the temporally averaged intensity field. The model's 
major limitations in this respect were the assumed separability 
of the correlation field and the greater degree of stationarity 
exhibited by the model's theoretical correlation function rela- 
tive to the observed function. 

No claim is made for the universality of the parameter esti- 
mates. On the contrary, we suggest that parameterization be 
repeated in other climates where storm types other than the 
air mass storm are predominant. Also, parameter sensitivity to 
such issues as storm size and diurnal effects should be investi- 
gated. Accumulation of a suite of parameter sets will facilitate 
use of the storm model as a tool in network design, flood 
studies, and storm simulation. 

NOTATION 

a cell age, min. 
d distance from cell center to arbitrary point, kin. 
D spatial spread parameter, kin. 

h(t, z) cumulative depth up to time t relative to outset 
of storm at coordinate z, min. 

h•L•'L:•(t, z) areal mean cumulant depth over L• by L 2 

rectangle centered at z, mm. 
H depth of convection, km. 
i 0 initial cell center intensity, ram/min. 
L length of side of rectangle of areal 

aggregation, km. 
N Brunt-Vaisa!la frequency, s-•. 

t time into storm, min. 

t b random variable indicating individual cell birth 
time relative to outset of storm, min. 

G temporal longevity parameter of rectangular 
pulse model, min. 

T duration of window of temporal aggregation, 
min. 

u cartesian coordinates of cell position. 
.x( ) generic random variable. 
x( ) sample mean ofx. 

v random variable indicating cartesian coord- 
nates of cell position. 

z cartesian coordinates of observation point. 
• temporal longevity parameter, min-1. 
fi inverse of mean cell birth time, min-•. 

7( , ) variance function, ratio of variance of spatially 
or temporally averaged process to the variance 
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cor[ , ] 
c6r[ , ]. 

care[ , 
Cov [ , ] 

] C•v [œi ] 

of the same process observed at a point. 
Z cell density, km- 2. 

#(t; •, )5) normalized mean cumulative depth. 
ktio mean cell center intensity within event, 

mm/min. 
•(t, z) intensity at time t relative to outset of storm 

at coordinate z, mm/min. 
•(r)(t, z) intensity averaged over interval starting at time 

t and of duration T, mm/min. 
a2(t; •, r) normalized variance of cumulative depth at 

time t relative to outset of storm. 

r cell birth time of individual cell, min. 

½t½( ) cumulant generating function of intensity 
process. 
correlation function. 

conventional estimate of correlation function. 

corrected estimate of correlation function. 

covariance function. 

conventional estimate of covariance. 

expected value. 

f,•,y( , ) pdf of spatial-temporal cell arrival process 
min- • km- 2 

g•(d) spatial spread function evaluated at distance d 
from storm cell center. 

g2(a) temporal decay function for cell of age a. 
Vat [ ] variance. 
Vg.r [ ] conventional estimate of variance. 

V,qr c [ ] corrected estimate of variance. 
p( , ) correlation function. 

e subscrip.t indicating moments taken with 
respect to the parameters which vary 
through the ensemble. 

s subscript indicating set of parameters allowed 
to vary randomly from storm to storm. 
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